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being intermingled with the fossiliferous strata, which are

further separated by thick sheets of nodular felsitic lavas.9

Basin of the Baltic, Russia and Scandinavia.9-The broad hollow

which, running from the mouth of the English Channel

across the plains of northern Germany into the heart of Rus

sia, divides the high grounds of the north and northwest of

Europe from those of the centre and south, separates the

European Silurian region into two distinct areas. In the

northern of these we find the Lower and Upper Silurian for

mations attaining an enormous development in Britain, but

rapidly diminishing in thickness toward the northeast, until,

in the south of Scandinavia and the Gulf of Finland, they
reach only about th of that depth. Along the Baltic shores,

too, they have on the whole escaped so well from the. dislo

cations, crumplings, and metamorphisms so conspcuous

along the northwestern European border, that to this day

they remain over wide spaces nearly.as horizontal and soft

as at first. In the southern European area, Silurian rocks

appear only here and there from amid later formations, and

almost everywhere present proofs of intense subterranean

movement. Though sometimes attaining considerable thick

ness they are much less fossiliferous than those of the north

ern part of the region, except in the basin of Bohemia, where

an exceedingly abundant series of Silurian organic remains

has been preserved.
In Russia, Silurian rocks must occupy the whole vast

breadth of territory between the Baltic and the flanks of the

Ural Mountains, beyond which they spread eastward into

Asia. Throughout most of this extensive area they lie in

horizontal undisturbed beds, covered over and concealed

from view by later formations. Along the southern margin
of the Gulf of Finland, they appear at the surface as soft
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